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Welcome to 
the new  
LivingWorks 
Brand  
Style Guide 

Introduction

Since 1983, LivingWorks has been the world’s leading 
provider of suicide intervention training programs. 
From social workers to military service members to 
taxi drivers and everyone in between, these integrated 
programs empower people to save lives from suicide. 
 
LivingWorks training supports organizational, regional, 
and national suicide prevention efforts around the 
world. Our programs are interactive, evidence-based, 
and bring life-saving skills to everyone who needs 
them. Because our name and brand represent a 
worldwide standard of excellence, we must ensure that 
we use them carefully and consistently.
 
As members of the LivingWorks community, our 
corporate logo is our badge and our emblem. It 
represents us in the public sphere and it creates, 
promotes, and protects the integrity of our programs 
and philosophy. It embodies the spirit of the 
organization and should be clearly used to identify all 
LivingWorks material.
 

Our Logo: History and Meaning
 
The previous LivingWorks logo, the “LivingWorks 
people,” was created by founding partner Bill Lang 
when the company was incorporated in 1991. The 
logo conveyed the spirit of a community working to 
prevent suicide together and represented all cultures 
by avoiding clear racial identifiers. Building on this 
symbolism, the new LivingWorks triangle logo, 
adopted in 2019, contains multiple layers of meaning: 
• It contains our initials L and W, representing our 

overarching brand that encompasses all of our 
programs and activities

• It’s shaped like a triangle, the symbol for delta, 
reflecting the change we aim to create in the world 
by saving lives from suicide

• It’s also shaped like a mountain, honoring our 
founders and origins near the Rocky Mountains

• There are paths inside it, reflecting the paths that 
people take in their journeys toward safety, growth, 
and recovery

LivingWorks™, the LivingWorks logo,  ASIST™, the ASIST logo, safeTALK, and the safeTALK logo are copyrighted 
by LivingWorks Education Incorporated. LivingWorks and ASIST are trademarked in the United States, Canada 
and Australia. 
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Logo – Dark Background

The LivingWorks logo is comprised of the copper triangle 
and logotype. On dark backgrounds the logotype should 
appear in white or pearl. The logos to the right are the 
primary logos. Use these whenever possible. Options are 
provided with different aspect ratios so no matter what 
space the logo needs to live in, there’s an option that works.

Logotype – Dark Background

Use these when there is no need to have the triangle in 
the composition. If the triangle is prominently featured 
elsewhere in the communication, it may not be necessary  
to have it in the logo. These are secondary logos that should 
be used if the primary logos are not appropriate. On dark 
backgrounds the logotype could appear in white or pearl.

Mark – Dark Background

If the viewer understands that the communication is
coming from LivingWorks then it is okay to use just the triangle. 
For example, in a social media feed the name LivingWorks 
would be present as it’s the name of the account. Then for the 
profile pic, it would be okay to use just the triangle. On dark 
backgrounds the mark could appear in copper.

PRIMARY LOGO HORIZONTAL LOGO STACKED LOGO

PRIMARY LOGOTYPE STACKED LOGOTYPE

SECONDARY MARKPRIMARY MARK

Logo – Light Background

The LivingWorks logo is comprised of the copper triangle 
and logotype. On light backgrounds the logotype should 
appear in navy or teal. The logos to the right are the primary 
logos. Use these whenever possible. Options are provided 
with different aspect ratios so no matter what space the 
logo needs to live in, there’s an option that works.

Logotype – Light Background

Use these when there is no need to have the triangle in 
the composition. If the triangle is prominently featured 
elsewhere in the communication, it may not be necessary 
to have it in the logo. These are secondary logos that should 
be used if the primary logos are not appropriate. On dark 
backgrounds the logotype could appear in navy or teal.

Mark – Light Background

If the viewer understands that the communication is
coming from LivingWorks then it is okay to use just the triangle. 
For example, in a social media feed the name LivingWorks 
would be present as it’s the name of the account. Then for the 
profile pic, it would be okay to use just the triangle. On light 
backgrounds the mark should always be in copper.

PRIMARY LOGO HORIZONTAL LOGO STACKED LOGO

PRIMARY LOGOTYPE STACKED LOGOTYPE

PRIMARY MARK SECONDARY MARK
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Logo - One Color Logo - One Color Reverse

When a multi-colour version is not an option use the solid white logo, 
logotype, and mark for black backgrounds.

When a multi-colour version is not an option use the solid black logo, 
logotype, and mark for white backgrounds.

PRIMARY LOGOTYPE STACKED LOGOTYPE

SECONDARY MARKPRIMARY MARK

PRIMARY LOGOTYPE STACKED LOGOTYPE

SECONDARY MARKPRIMARY MARK

STACKED LOGOHORIZONTAL LOGOPRIMARY LOGO PRIMARY LOGO HORIZONTAL LOGO STACKED LOGO

Minimum Logo Size

The LivingWorks logo is 
comprised of bold shapes 
and lines to ensure legibility at 
small sizes. Do not use these 
marks smaller than .375”.

Minimum Logotype Size

Minimum Mark Size

The LivingWorks logotype is comprised of bold type to
ensure legibility at small sizes. Do not use the single
line logotypes smaller than .20” and no smaller than
.375” on stacked logotypes.

If the viewer understands that the communication is coming 
from LivingWorks then it is okay to use just the triangle. For 
example, in a social media feed the name LivingWorks would 
be present as it’s the name of the account. Then for the 
profile pie, it would be okay to use just the triangle. 
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Typography

Source Sans Pro
 
Source Sans Pro is a sans serif typeface designed by 
Paul D. Hunt as Adobe’s first open source typeface 
family. It draws inspiration from the clarity and 
legibility of twentieth-century American gothic 
typeface designs. Source Sans Pro is a typeface 
that provides  clarity in short text strings, and a 
pleasant reading texture in longer text passages. It 
is appropriate for use in printed documents, web 
pages, and mobile apps. The entire font family is 
available for free download via Google fonts.

Source Sans Pro is LivingWorks primary typeface for 
body copy and subheadings. The large font family 
allows for ease of use. Our printing standard for body 
copy  is 12/16pts. This standard allows for readability 
across a wider audience. 

AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJj 
KkLkMmNnOoPpQqRr 
SsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz 
!@#$%^&

Primary Typeface

Aa
AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLkMmNnOoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZzExtra light

Extra light italic AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLkMmNnOoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz

Light AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLkMmNnOoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz

Light italic AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLkMmNnOoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz

AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLkMmNnOoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZzRegular

Regular italic AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLkMmNnOoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz

Semibold AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLkMmNnOoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz

Semibold italic AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLkMmNnOoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz

AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLkMmNnOoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZzBold

Bold italic AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLkMmNnOoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz

Black AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLkMmNnOoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz

Black italic AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLkMmNnOoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz

Primary Typeface Weights
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Libre Baskerville
 
Libre Baskerville is an open-source serif typeface 
designed by Pablo Impallari. It is based off of a 
version of Baskerville by American Type Founders 
from 1941. Considered by some as one of the 
highest-quality serifs available. Libre Baskerville is 
a typeface that has a taller x-height, wider counters, 
and a little less contrast, that allow it to work well for 
reading on-screen. The entire font family is available 
for free download via Google fonts.

Libre Baskerville is LivingWorks secondary typeface 
and used for headings and numbers. The contrast 
between Source Sans Pro and Libre Baskerville 
allows for effective visual hierarchy .

Aa
AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJj 
KkLkMmNnOoPpQqRr 
SsTtUuVvwXxYyZz 
123456789

Typography

Secondary Typeface Secondary Typeface Weights

Regular AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLkMmNnOoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz

Italic AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLkMmNnOoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz

Bold AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkLkMmNnOoPpQqRrSsTtUuVvWwXxYyZz

DON’T add unnecessary effects to type unless it aids in legibility.
DON’T stretch, warp, or otherwise distort type. 
DON’T use unapproved fonts.

Done well, type on its own can be a compelling and distinctive visual element, sometimes reducing the need for a photo or illustration.

Typography Tips
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Gradient Usage

60% Tint of
PMS 7698 C

40% Tint of
PMS 7698 C

80% Tint of
PMS 769  8 C

NAVY 
PMS 7701 C

BLUE GRAY
PMS 7698 C

PEARL
PMS 9100 C

PASTEL

COPPER
PMS 10366 C 

METALLIC

PMS 7574 C 

PMS 728 U

Secondary Colors

CMYK

C 66

M 37

Y 25

K 1

RGB

R 98

G 139

B 165

#628ba5 

CMYK

C 30

M 14

Y 11

K 0

RGB

R 177

G 197

B 210

#b1c5d2

CMYK

C 48

M 25

Y 19

K 0

RGB

R 137

G 168

B 187

#89a8bb

WHITE

CMYK

C 0

M 0

Y 0

K 0

RGB

R 255

G 255

B 255

#ffffff 

CMYK

C 33

M 49

Y 68

K 10

RGB

R 255

G 255

B 255

#a27c5bx 

CMYK

C 55

M 0

Y 14

K 0

RGB

R 95

G 208

B 223

#5fd0df  

CMYK

C 100

M 62

Y 35

K 15

RGB

R 0

G 86

B 119

#005677 

CMYK

C 8

M 7

Y 11

K 0

RGB

R 233

G 230

B 223

#e9e6df 

CMYK

C 79

M 47

Y 32

K 6

RGB

R 63

G 115

B 141

#3f738d

Screen Applications

#9e7150 #c49a6c

The LivingWorks gradient consists of two colors which are defined above. 
For digital applications on screen, the two colors blended are #9e7150 
and #c49a6c.

Print Applications

When it comes to printed pieces, the gradient can be achieved in a 
multitude of ways. If the printing technique is a four-color process then 
the colors that make up the blend are listed above in CMYK. If using spot 
colors there’s a metallic pantone assigned for the golden copper PMS 
10366 C METALLIC. Lastly, If the printing technique does not allow for 
metallic pantones and the blend of the two CMYK colors is not achieving 
the desired aesthetic, choose one of the two colors that make the gradient, 
PMS 7574C or PMS 728 U.

C30  M58  Y88  K15 
PMS 7574 C

C24  M40  Y64  K2
PMS 728 U

TEAL
PMS 3105 C

Brand Colors

Primary Colors
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Color is vitally important in establishing a brand. Consistent 
use of our colors ensures the brand is portrayed in the same 
light every time a potential consumer interacts with it. Through 
multiple interactions the potential consumer will recognize the 
brand colors and associate them with LivingWorks. 

Not only are the colors important, but how they’re used in 
relation to each other is another way to create a signature 
look. To the left is a color wheel that demonstrates the ratio of 
colors to use when creating communications. The bigger slices 
should be used most often for floods of colors and the smaller 
color slices should be used as accents.

Pattern Elements

These patterns are an additional design element of our brand tool kit. The shapes are 
inspired by topography and speak to the idea of guidance. They are organic and soft 
which creates a sense of calm without being distracting. They can be used as a visual 
guide to lead your eye throughout a composition telling the viewer where to look, or 
as space fillers and backgrounds. The patterns do not have to appear exactly as shown 
below and can be modified to suit the project design. 

Brand Colours

Color hierarchy
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The program logos work as a system. The treatment is the same for all products. Options are provided for different placement aspect ratios. In the 
top row the spacing between the delta and the word “LIVINGWORKS” is tighter than in the primary logo. This is intentional in order to achieve visual 
balance when adding the third element of product name. On dark backgrounds the triangle should always be in copper, the type in white or pearl, 
and the program name in teal.

Program Logos on Light Backgrounds Program Logos on Dark Backgrounds

The program logos work as a system. The treatment is the same for all products. Options are provided for different placement aspect ratios. In the 
top row the spacing between the delta and the word “LIVINGWORKS” is tighter than in the primary logo. This is intentional in order to achieve visual 
balance when adding the third element of product name. On dark backgrounds the triangle should always be in copper, the type in white or pearl, 
and the program name in teal.

Start
LIVINGWORKS LIVINGWORKS

ASISTsafeTALK
LIVINGWORKS

Start
LIVINGWORKS LIVINGWORKS

ASISTsafeTALK
LIVINGWORKS
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Program Logos One Color Reversed

The program logos work as a system. The treatment is the same for all products. Options are provided for different placement aspect ratios. In the 
top row the spacing between the delta and the word “LIVINGWORKS” is tighter than in the primary logo. This is intentional in order to achieve visual 
balance when adding the third element of product name. On dark backgrounds the triangle should always be in copper, the type in white or pearl, 
and the program name in teal.

Start
LIVINGWORKS

safeTALK
LIVINGWORKS LIVINGWORKS

ASIST

Program Logos One Color

The program logos work as a system. The treatment is the same for all products. Options are provided for different placement aspect ratios. In the 
top row the spacing between the delta and the word “LIVINGWORKS” is tighter than in the primary logo. This is intentional in order to achieve visual 
balance when adding the third element of product name. On dark backgrounds the triangle should always be in copper, the type in white or pearl, 
and the program name in teal.

Start
LIVINGWORKS

safeTALK
LIVINGWORKS LIVINGWORKS

ASIST
LIVINGWORKS LIVINGWORKS
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Our Mission

Our mission is to provide unique, quality training 
that empowers individuals, organizations, and 
communities to work together to keep people 
safe from suicide.

Who We Are
LivingWorks is a mission-driven organization with an industry-leading approach 
to suicide prevention: we want to empower everyone to play a role. Guided by our 
values and our commitment to across-the-board quality, we’re here to help make 
communities everywhere safer from suicide.

Our Vision
Our vision is a world in which people with suicide 
thoughts or experiences are well supported to keep 
safe, access help, and find hope.

Our Core Beliefs

We acknowledge that the possibility of 
suicide is present in every community and 
culture.

We believe that people considering suicide 
can be supported to make life-saving 
choices.

We believe that these life-saving choices 
are facilitated when:

• Suicide is addressed openly and 
directly;

• Help is provided compassionately, 
competently, and collaboratively;

• Helpers are responsive to each person’s 
needs, context, and culture;

• People within a community or 
organization work together.

We know that people are more willing and 
able to provide this help if they are well 
prepared.

We believe individuals should prepare for 
their helping role by choosing a training 
program that will best support their needs.

We aspire to provide a consistent 
standard of training, while respecting and 
incorporating the diverse learnings and 
experiences of each participant.

We commit to continuous improvement—
guided by quality, value, evidence, and 
experience.

• Quality is a dynamic process – we seek 
to demonstrate safety, fidelity, and 
authenticity.

• Evaluation informs improvement – we 
aim to provide value to customers and 
communities.

• Evidence is multifaceted – we encourage 
many approaches to measuring results.

• Experience is personal – we respect and 
learn from diversity.

We believe that everyone has a role to play 
in preventing suicide.

We believe that sustained personal, social, 
and financial commitment to training and 
providing help will result in fewer suicides.
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LivingWorks Programs

Program Names 
• LivingWorks ASIST is an acronym, Applied Suicide 

Intervention Skills Training and must be capitalized. Be 
careful not to allow spellcheck to autocorrect the spelling. 

• LivingWorks safeTALK must start with a lowercase “s”. safe 
is an acronym for suicide aware for everyone. TALK is an 
acronym for the TALK steps Tell, Ask, Listen, and KeepSafe 
and must be capitalized. 

• LivingWorks Start and Faith are presented with only 
uppercase first letters.

Acronyms 
When using acronyms, spell it out the first time you mention it 
and include the short version in brackets immediately after it. 
Then use the short version for all subsequent references within 
that piece of content. 

First use: LivingWorks Applied Suicide Intervention Skills 
(ASIST)
Subsequent uses: LivingWorks ASIST 

Company Name 

LivingWorks must be written as one word with both 
“L” and “W” capitalized. The only exception is in the 
logo where LivingWorks appears in all caps.
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Contact us: commucations@livingworks.net  
www.livingworks.net | www.livingworks.com.au
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